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We Live in the Present

We Live in ·the Present
Sy the Post, but
for the . ..
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$$Shortage

Zone Change

Threatens·

To Facilitate

SG Budget

.B eer Sales?

By Jose Rodriquez

By Steve Pau Ison

Student Government's budget
was proposed this week with a
$30,000 cut from last year's
total, according to SG President
Lee Constantine.
In spite of the cut, Student
Government, along with other
major recipients of student
activity fee revenue, will have to
undergo further cuts.
The proposed SG budget now
totals more than $84,000 and
may still suffer reductions.
"Some areas of the budget
didn't use all the allocated funds
· last year," Constantine said.
"Therefore, we can afford cuts
in those areas."
Constantine said the slashes
came about because the financial
status of · many university
programs is far from sound. As a
result of the cuts, SG and other
student-oriented organizations
wiU have to rely more on
voluntary manpower, he added.
In the area of office operating
expenses, Student Government
is planning to increase
expenditures for printing in
order to produce a newsletter.
This means travel expenses as
well as other programs will have
to be sacrificed, Constantine
said.
·
The Services and Student
Activity Fee Committee meets
today in order to resolve further
cuts which amount to $65,000.
SG's voluntarily lowered
budget request . could
conceivably be cut further by
the Activity Fee Committee,
Constantine said.
Other programs of services
obtaining funds from activity
fees, such as intramural sports,
Village Center and Health
Services, may also have to
- operate under largely reduced
budgets.

FTU ATTORNEY John D.
Mahaffey said Tuesday he may
se~k a variance in the university's
zoning to permit the sale of beer
on campus.
Mahaffey said the petition, if
required, would be filed after
July 1 to take advantage of
Florida's new majority rights law
which goes into effect that date.
The variance would permit
FTU to retain its R-3 zoning as a
multiple unit dwelling without
having to obtain a commercial
zone classification to permit the
sale of beer on campus.
HOWEVER, MRS. Thelma
Stewart, assistant director of the
Orange County Zoning Board,
said · a variance probably could
not be granted in this case due
Pegasus arrived on campus
the book appears dim since the Service and to wording of the regulation.
free distribution to the FTU
Activity Fee Committee has recommended the
"Variance is a change in
community. As of yesterday, more than 3,000
Pegasus be discontinued. (Photo by Marvin Clegg) regulation of a zoning
yearbooks had been given out, but the future of
classification to amend the
regulations without changing the.
classification," she said.
"A variance is granted
because of a hardship on
property, not self-imposed. It
appears to me this situation does
not come under the definition,
and will probably require a
change of zoning from R-3 to
C-1, a commercial
classification," Mrs: Stewart
said.
MAHAFFEY SAID the
school had several other
By ,David Foster
alternatives to get the required
for a yearbook to the total
funds for other university
In one swift and unanimous
license from the state beverage
number distributed on demand.
organizations and programs."
move, FTU's Service and
department to sell beer on
This ratio could be used to
"I don't know where anyone
Activity Fee Committee
campus, but he would not
predict the number of copies
would have the information that
recommended this week that the
elaborate.
is valid on student attitudes
which would be needep for next
university yearbook, the
Mrs. Stewart said there is a
year.
. regarding the yearbook, for I
Pegasus, be discontinued after
$100 filing fee which must be
don't know of any surv~y that
this year.
The move to ax
the
paid to obtain a zoning change,
has been attempted. Conclusions
followed by a three month
yearbook came despite a
drawn from personal opinion are
According to Jimmie A.
waiting period. If a petition for
voluntary cutback of $7 ,000'
seldom accurate," countered
Ferrell, coordinator for student
change were filed July 1, a
from the Pegasus' 1972-73
James ·E. Couch, director of
organizations, the hand of the
review would be held in August
budget of $21,000. According to
committee was forced by what
publications.
and a public hearing would be
Seithel, the cut was definitely
he perceived as "an apparent
held September 21. Then there
voluntary and called for a
Steve Adamick, former
lack of student interest in the
is a 15-day waiting period--this
reduction in both the size and
Student Government president
yearbook, and a critical lack of
(Continued on Page 5)
number of boo~s to be printed.
and student member of the
committee, said fewer than
2,000 persons signed up for the
yearbook and probably more
than half of those who did were
faculty or staff members who do
not contribute to the Service
and Activity Fee.
He said, "To me this indicates
there is a lack of student interest
Rodriquez
By Jose Rodriquez
in the yearbook. If 5,000
administration's.
FTU may soon be the only
council decided - to .suspend
persons came out and signed up
university in the state to ·offer a . funding.
for the yearbook, if there was a
"Present FTU faculty salary
The program can now resume
full-time degree program in
large number of students who
averages are almost identical to
forensic·science due to extended
with the state's continued
showed interest in having a free
those of the University of South
financial support.
'government funding of FTU's
yearbook, it would be a good
Florida,'' Goree expJained.
proposed crime laboratory
"The main problem with the
idea to continue it. Considering
the lack of funds for all
facilities.
.
funds is that we are due to
In comparing faculty and
tin iv e rsity organizations this
Last week, the Governor's
receive them by July 1, and they
administration s·a laries, it
coming year, I think that FTU
Council on Criminal Justice
must be sp~nt and allocated by
·becomes difficult to place those
can live without a yearbook."
Feb. 15, 1974," said Dr. W.
decided to approve $97,640 to
faculty members who also share
Chuck
Seithe],
continue funding the program.
McGee director of the project.
administrative responsibilities in
The money was allocated from
'McGee added, "A third
editor-designate of the . Pegasus,
either group, Goree sa:id.
said the fact that fewer than
approved programs which had
application for funds would be
2,000 persons signed up for the
not made formal application for
necessary to insure money from
According to Dr. Harry
yearbook has no relation to the
funds.
February to September '74."
Smith, assistant dean of the
Initial funding for the
The everitual goal of the
number of persons who want or
College of Humanities and Fine
will receive a copy of this year's
program came from the Law
program is to become a
Arts and president of the FTU
yearbook.
Enforcement Assistance Agency
self-sustaining integral part the
chapter of the American
and was administe:ed by the
university, McGee said.
By contract, more than 6,000
Association of University
Governor's Council.
"We have made tremendously
copies of the Pegasus were
Professors, "many semantic
printed and the reason for the
measurable progress,'' McGee
A f t e r h av i n g s p e n t
problems are involved. I don't
continued. "These facilities will
approximately $30,000 to lease
signing-up process was to
know how the figures (for
and remodel a building to house
draw students from all parts of
determine a ratio of the number
administrators' salaries) were
the state."
·
facilities of crime lab, the
of persons bothering to register
arrived at."

Activity Fee Committee
Proposes Discontinuation
Of University's Yearbook

No ·Figures Available
On Salaries ·Dispute
By Jose

No figures were available this
week regarding a discrepancy
that FTU administrators are- the
second highest paid in the State
University System, while the
faculty is ~ighth highest in salary
allocations.
J. Philip Goree, vice president
for business affairs, said, "There
are program differences which
account for the difference in
faculty salaries."
Goree added, "Statistically,
faculty salaries are lower due to
the fact we have a smaller
faculty than other universities,
and therefore, a smaller base
from which to determine the
average."
·
He pointed out that in
"general terms" the faculty
salary averages were
"substantially lower" than the

FTQ Given Funding
For ·First Crime Lab
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TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN. • •

...And It Came To Pass
And it came to pass.
. _
Early in the morning toward the last day of the quarter,
There arose a great multitude smiting the books and wailing.
And there was much weeping and gnashing of teeth
For the day of judgment was at hand.
'
And they were sore afraid, for they had left undone
Those things which they ought to have done.
And they had done
Those things which they ought not to have done
And there was no help for it.
And there were many abiding in the dorm
Who had kept watch over their books by night,
But it availed them naught.
But some were who rose peacefully,
For they had prepared themselves the way
.And made straight paths of knowledge.
And these ·were known a5
Wise bun:iers of the midnight oil.
And to others they were known as "curve raisers."
And the multitude arose
And ate a hearty breakfast.
And they came unto the appointed place
And their hearts were heavy within them.
And they had come to pass,
But some to pass out. ·
And some of them
Repented of their riotous living and bemoaned their fate,
But they had not a prayer.
And at the last hour there came among them
One known as the instructor, and they feared exceedingly.
He was the diabolical smile,
And pa5sed papers among them and went his way.
And many and varied
Were the answers that were given.
For some of his teachings had fallen among fertile minds.
While others had fallen, flat.
And some there were who wrote for one hour,
Others for two;
But some turned away sorrowful, and many of these
Offered up a little bull
In hopes of i)acifying the instructor,
And these were the ones who had not a prayer.
And when they finished,
They gathered up their belongings
And went their way quietly, each .in his own direction,
And each one vowing unto himself in this manner
"I shall not pass this way again."
-Anonymous.

By William Lee Hidden
Good evening, ladies and gentlemen, and welcome to the Miss Plastic America
Beauty Pageant.
We are shortening the contest so we can bring you the Monday Night Mugging
Game in its entirety. As you know, tonight is the best of five championship series
between the Detroit Skull Crushers and the D.C.-Anacostia Groin Kickers. Those of
you who saw last week's semifinals saw the elimination of the police team when an
Orlando policeman shot himself in the leg dwing a brutal confrontation with a
bunny rab]?it
So by video-type, here are the five semif°malists in the talent competition.
Here is that all-American girl from Texas, who will bake an apple pie while
stealing Indian land and spilling oil on the stage.
Next is Miss New York, who will pollute the air while reciting the Bill of Rights in
Bronx slang.
Next, Miss Florida will do a difficult task by building, on a miniature board, an
ocean-front S<ktory condominium while using government employes to work on
her miniature farm and also facing charges of mail fraud. Now there's a girl who dares
to be great!
We added two different competitions here tonight. First was the two-part Purity
Competition.
In the first part, contestants are forced to watch "Deep Throat," with the first to
blush and run out scoring highest. The winner was Miss Florida, who scored extra
points for throwing up at the beginning of the credits and then going into shock.
The second part of the competition callea for the contestants to watch· five
straight hours of the news, with the one keeping her stupid smile the longest scoring
the most points. Miss Texas won here by keeping her smile the entire five hours,
despite the fact she fell asleep during a Charles Stump weather forecast.
The judges have their own private competition called the Undercover
Competition, where they interview the contestants privately in their hotel rooms.
Some persons say this is where the winners are made. But now for the winneL
The winner is. •• Miss Nevada! (Cheers! Rah! Rah!)
Miss Nevada, as Mw Plastic America, what do you intend to do during your
reign?
"I plan to see to it ~hat the capitalistic corporations no longer exploit the people
and. •• " (MUFFLE! CHOKE! GASP!)
Miss Florida, as rust runner-up, who will now replace Miss Nevada as Miss Plastic
America ..•

FTU Needs To Speak
Now About Athletics
Editor:
The spring quarter is now coming
to a close and most FfU students are
rushing to prepare for the dynamite
finals we all dig so much and
pondering their summer activities.
Well, there is one other thing you
should consider now, and that is
FfU's future.
Yes, FfU will still be here next
year and the year after, but what it is
in the eyes of others.is up to you.
What rm trying to impress on you
is the future of FfU athletics. Now is
when the administration decides how
much money they will allocate to
athletics, and last year it sure was a
sorry amount.
FTU is a dynamic school with
outstanding professors, but it needs
recognition! And with a little more
money allocated to FfU sports we
could achieve this goal Our teams
wouldn't be good, they would be
great!
So, FTU, say something'now either
to the administration or in this
paper. Lambda Chi, Kappa Sig, Zeta,
you gave a damn about basketball,
Tyes cared about wrestling, ATOs
raised some hell about baseball. You
and all the rest of FfU who care, say
something now, because you benefit
from sports at FTU.
It is a drawing card for people
considering FfU as their school, and
sports can give us the state and
national recognition we so badly
need. After you graduate from FTU,
do you still want them to say,
"Where is that?"

Mr. Natural

Charity Debt Ignored
By SAE Fraternity
Editor:
last winter, Sigma Alpha Epsilon
fraternity of FTU had the
unmitigated gall to walk into the
room of a Tau Kappa Epsilon brother
to forcibly steal the TKE victory bell.
When it became apparent the
Interfratemity O)uncil's judicial
board might file charges against SAE,
several brothers of Sigma Alpha
Epsilon had the foresight to turn the
prank into a fund-raising project for a
worthy cause.
Therefore, SAE members
challenged TKE to ransom back the
TKE bell, and said whatever TKE
would ransom the bell for, they
would match-with an funds going to
the Mike Vaughn fund.
TICE put together a quick but
effective 50-hour marathon car wash
and raised more than $1,286. Now

the year has passed, and SAE
members never did fulfill their
commitment-nor did they even make
an attempt to do so.
Mike Va1;1ghn still has bills that are
outstanding, and the $1,286 would
surely help.
There you have it. Some
fraternities are leaders on campus.
Some are followers. Some don't
know where they are going. Still
others have a bad habit of making
commitments and accusations
without the gumption to back them
up.
Sad but true.

This public document is
promulgated at an annual
gross cost of approximately
$26,726 to inform members
:of the university community
of related news,
announcements and activities.
Less an approximate annual
revenue of $9,065, this
document is circulated for an
annual net cost to the state of
approximately $17 ,660, or
8.5 cents per copy.

Larry McCorkJe

Reader Criticizes
TKE Sports Stories
Editor:
First, I must commend the
brothers of Tau Kappa Epsilon
fraternity for their excellent athletic
program of the past year. However, I
don't feel it wauants a weekly
newsletter in the · loCal mullet
wrapper.
If this continues, I would suggest
you rename your sports page the
TKE Gazette, as it presently covers
the daring needs of one fraternity
better than the sports events of the
entire university.
Sincerely,
A Raider of Co~

All year, the teams that were
winning in the various intramural
sports have received the greater
portion of the coverage. In flag
football, for instance, Alpha Tau
Omega got the bulk of the space in
weekly intramural wrap-ups.
In the past three weeks, TKE has
_won the intramural fraternity softball
league, as well as the intramural swim
meet and the campus championship
in softball
You admit that TKE has had an
excellent program, yet at the same
time you feel they don't rate the
coveroge. The fact is, the teams that
win make the news. Check this
week's sports page for coverage at
A TO's winning track team. '
As far as TKE getting better
coverage than other school sports,
there simply has not been much
sports news the last couple weeks
with intercollegUite sports finished.
Thus, intramurals have received a
bigger share.-Editor.

Graduation Ceremony
Defended By Reader
Editor:

Editor-In-Chief . Sharon Marek
Editor's Assistant . . Mary Anna
Jackson
. Mark Weintz
News Editor
Copy EditorS:Patricia Kennemer,
Gen.e Kruckemyer, Patte Martin.
Acting Layout Editor

. Marvin
Clegg
Sports Editor . Larry Mccorkle
Asst. Sports Editor . Fred Cay
Advertising Manager . . . Olive
·
Horning
Managing Editor, Advisor_..James
E. couch
Specialty Editors
Craig
Powell, Ed Reed.
Reporters . . . · . · .John Chenet,
Harry Chilcot, Michael
Crites, Melanie Farley,
David Foster, Randy
Harrison, Bill Hidden, Weber
Ivy, Wilma Korb, Claudia
Landfried,
Michael
Lochridge,
Michelle
McBurney, Bill McGrath,
Pete
Reynolds, Jose
Rodriquez,
Susan
· Sauerbrunn, Pete Spivey,
Torrey Stewart.
Photographers . . . Ed Burton,
Mike Johnston, Patrick
Ryan, Chuck Seithel, Peter
Wilcox.
Circulation . . . Fred Howard,
Henry Popkin
The FuTUre is the weekly
newspaper of
Florida
Technological University of
Orlando, Fla. The FuTUre is
published by President Charles
N. Millican and written and
edited by and for members of
the university community.
The editorial opinions
expressed are those of the staff
and not necessarily those of the
administration.
The FuTUre reserves the right
to refuse to print any letters
which are submitted. All letters
must bear · the full name and
address of the person or persons
submitting them. Names will be
withheld upon request. Address
all letters to: Editor, FuTUre, P.
0. Box 25,000, Orlando, Fla.

32816.

I would like to cite an example of
an old saying that goes "You can't

(Continued on page 8)

When we are at the end of life, to die means to go away; when we are at the begi.nning, to !!O away means to die.

Phone: 275-2606.
Entered as third class matter
at the Post Office at Orlando,
.Fla_

Victor Hugo, "Les Miserables"

I
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Budget Cuts Threaten Activities

.

· Activity Fund Shortage
May Force Drastic Cuts
University activities funded
through the activity and service
fee money will have to cut back
their budgets for the 1973-74
school year. Varsity athletics,
Student Government, the Village
Center, Health Services and
Student Relations will be faced
with the problem of decreasing
their budgets.
Financial requests submitted
by the various activities have
exceeded the available funds by
$386,000, according to Dr. W.
Rex Brown, vice president for
student affairs.
"There just isn,t enough

money to go around,'' he said.
"Everyone is going to have to
cut back.''
The Activity and Service Fee
Committee is meeting today to
discuss which aspects of the
programs will have to be deleted.
Ken Renner, director of
. intramurals, said he has already
dropped seven student worker
positions from his budget for the
upcoming year. Under the
<;!Urrent plan, he has
discontinued swimming as an
extramural activitiy. More
cutbacks in the recreation area
are possible.

FTU Art Film Clips
Aired During Emmys
By John Chenet

In the annual television
Emmy awards, May 22, film
clips of an FTU art department
marathon project were shown,
much to the pleasure and
surprise of the creators, three
FTU art professors.
The excerpts came from a
30-minute documentary film
called "Space Cathedral,''
produced by CBS. The film was
about the construction of the
cathedral, one of the super
fortress hangars at Patrick Air
Force Base at Cocoa.
The co-creators of the
cathedral, Dr. Walter Gaudnek,
Johann Eyfells and Steven Lotz,
along with students from FTU '
and seven area high schools built
the contemporary "Sacred
Labyrinth" in a three-day
marathon.

The FTU art department was
invited by the U.S. Air Force to
create the "environmental art"
structure. It was built to help
celebrate the eighth annual
Space Congress, Armed Forces
Day and the 25th birthday of
the Air Force.
· A CBS spokeswoman in New
York said, "'hie excerpts were
shown as an example of what
the television networks are doing
in Sunday morning religious
programming.''
"Space Cathedral" was shown
on the Sunday program, "Look
Up and Live," last summer. The
documentary was written and
produced by Roger Ortmayer,
executive secretary of the
department of church and
culture of the National Council
of the Church of .christ.

"The pool will be the first
thing to go," Renner explained.
The closing of the .pool will be
necessary if the intramural
program is asked to cut back
from Renner's planned budget,
he said. Extramural - sports of
golf, crew, archery, weightlifting
and women's athletics
(basketball, volleyball, softball
and tennis) may be curtailed.
The · closing of the pool
would save the intramural
p):'ogram $5,000 in operating
costs, Renner said, - adding he
expects at least that amount to
be cut back.

Student Dies
Lois Lee Mathews, an FTU
freshman, w-as killed in a
drowning accident in
Colorado last Sunday." She
-had taken a quarter off from
her humanities studies to join
a girl friend on a
cross-country camping trip.
Miss Mathews was having her
picture taken when she
slipped off a boulder and fell
into Colorado's· Big
Thompson River.- The funeral
service was held yesterday at
the First Baptist Church in
Pine Castle.

No Room
In Town
For Grads
Next Friday 774 FTU
students will graduate outdoors
because no facility in the
Orlando area is large enough to
t contain the expected crowd.
W. Dan Chapman, university
registrar, said the graduation
committee had little choice but
to recommend that FTU's spring
commencement ceremonies be
held outside on campus, because
of the lack of a large and
1
acceptable place.
He explained the only
building large enough to hold
the expected crowd is the
Orlando Sports Stadium, adding
the Sports Stadium was utilized
for the ceremonies once in the
past, but numerous complain~
about th.e facility removed · it
from consideration for future
graduations.
Chap man cont in u·ally
emphasized the need for a some
type of large convention
accommodations in the Orlando
area.

Potts Gets Top Senator Prize
Newly installed Student
Government Vice President
Hunter Potts received the
senator-of-the-year award at the
annual Student Government
banquet held last Friday at the
Sheraton Inn on Lee Road. The
banquet included installation
ceremonies for Potts and SG's
new president, Lee Constantine,
who was 1972-1973 vice
president.
Potts commented, "This is
not an award I set my goals on
at the beginning of the year, but
it is a very nice honor."
He continued, "My main goal
this year was to be elected vice
president. Also, I hope we
continue, during my coming
term of office, with the progress
we have made this year."
Student Government
members attending the dinner
gave tetiring president Steve
Adamick several personal gifts.

They also recognized the help
and cooperation of several

school officials, including
President Charles N. Millican.

Campus Glances
BOOK EXCHANGE
The Student Government
Book Exchange will be open
today and next week for
students who wish to leave their
books there to be sold. The
Book Exchange is located in VC
211. ·

CORRECfION
The Page 3 article, "Honor
r~~te Held by SG," in last week's
FuTUre incorrectly stated,
"Regina Murray of Delta Delta
Delta was chosen to receive the
Greek Woman Award." Miss
Murray did indeed receive the
award, but she is a member of
Zeta Tau Alpha sorority.

Residence Group
Choo·ses Officers
The newly formed Residence
Hall Association (RHA) elected
its first president and vice
president last Friday.
Elmer Seifert won the
presidency, receiving 106 of the
173 votes cast, approximately
61 per cent of the votes.
Linda Smart w.on the vice
presidential post, getting 123
votes, roughly 71 per cent of the
votes cast.
The RHA election had a
turnout of greater than 40 per
cent of these students living on
campus .
According to Seifert and
Smart, a president and vice
president protempore will be
appointed to carry on limited
activities during summer quarter.
Both newly elected officers wilJ
not be attending FTU until fall
quarter.

Seifert and Smart said they
plan on a productive and action
year. Seifert summarized
expectations for the newly
formed organization by stating
he hoped "RHA will be a v.ery
important force on campus life."
Funding for this organization
will be provided by budgeted
funds from the Office of
Student Affairs.
The newly elected officers of
RHA view their responsibilities
mainly as coordinating and
originating programs and
activities for · the benefit of
resident students.
The RHA Executive Board
elected six of its ten members
Wednesday. The men elected
were Marvin Clegg, Kevin
Murphy and Mike Tortorella.
The women chosen were
Dorothy Carter, Kathy Johnson
and Maryanne Reiter.

5 Editors Leaving Posts
Five members of the FuTUre
editorial staff will leave their
jobs at the end of this quarter
and :wilJ be succeeded by a
committee of four editors during
summer.
Sharon Marek, current
editor-in-chief, will take a job as
a general assignment reporter
with the Sentinel Star in
mid-June. Miss Marek served as
editor for two quarters, having
worked as a reporter, news
editor and layout editor during
her two years with the staff.
Graduating with bachelor's
degrees will be Mary Anna
Jackson, editorial assistant; Mark
Weintz, news editor; and Gene
Kruckemyer, copy editor. Patte
Martin, copy editor, w.ill
graduate with a Master of Arts
degree in communications.
Students who will form the
committee of associate editors in·
summer quarter will be Marvin

Cops' Topics
Traff'.: Jaws are a combination of engineering experience and
horse sense. ·They are designed to protect you but cannot do so
unless you obey them. "Stop" means stop, "yield" means yield and
"caution" means eaution.
WEEKLY SUMMARY MAY 21-27

Citations issued
Courtesy citations ismled
Battery assis~

Opening locked vehicle8
(includes motorist asmts)
Emergency runs ·
Traff'E accidents investigated
Incid~ts reported and under investigation
Doors opened

85

75
55
36
2

6
9
19

Clegg, current layout editor;
David Foster, now a reporter;
Pat Kennemer, now a copy
editor; and Jose Rodriguez, now
a reporter.
The committee editors will
formulate editorial policy and
manage administrative duties for
the FuTUre.

Pageant
Applications
Available
FTU women interested

m
entering the Miss Maitland
pageant, July 3-4, may obtain
applications by calling James
Richardson at 830-4666
between 9 a.m. and 5 p.m.
Deadline for application is 5
p.m. on June 11.
In order to qualify, young
women must be single and a high
school graduate between 17 and
27.
The eventual winner of the
Miss Maitland pageant will be
able to enter the Miss Florida
pageant and, possibly, the Miss
America contest.
Each contestant will be
judged in an evening gown, in a
swimsuit and in the presentation
of her talent. Poise, talent and
beauty are. the three major
requirements.
Dr. James Califf, presidel_lt of
the North Orange County
Exchange Club, said about the
pageant: "We believe it provides
a valuable contribution to the
community and to the young
ladies who enter the
competition."

Page4
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Drama Frat To Initiate 6
An FTU chapter of Alpha Psi •
Omega national. honorary
dramatic fraternity will initiate
six charter members during its
initiation ceremonies next
Thursday.
The Chi Xi "cast" of the
fraternity will be comprised of
Lila Casselbe!ry, Diane Davis,
Connie Evans, Fran Kaufman,

Nancy Petersen and Laurie
Ward.
.
Frances Johnson, chapter
advisor, said Alpha Psi Omega is
one of the largest honorary
dramatic fraternities in the
nation, with almost 500
chapters.
Initiates are chosen by a
committee of three faculty

members for overall excellence
in FI'U theatre productions,
Mrs. Johnson explained.
The Thursday night initiation
will be accompanied by an
awards banquet, and Mrs.
Johnson invited all persons
interested in any phase .of FTU
theatre to contact her if they
wish to attend the dinner.

Con/ere11rce Coordinator's Job
Includes Program Development

DIANE DA VIS, initiate of the Fl'U chapter of Alpha Psi Omega
dramatic fraternity, displays the group's charter. (Photo by Qraig
Powell)

Exam Schedule
~s Which

First Met
During the Week at

- Final Examinapon Period

7 a.m. Monday
8 a.m. Monday
9 a.m. Monday
10 a.m. Monday
11 a.m. Monday
12 noon Monday
1 ·p.m. Monday
2 p.m. Monday
3 p.m. Monday
4 p.m. Monday
5 p.m. Monday
6 p.m. Monday
7 p.m. Monday

7- 8:45 a.m., Mon., June 4
7- 8:45 a.m., Wed., June 6
9-10:45 a.m., Tues., June 5
,-10:45 a.m., Thurs., June 7.
11-12:45 p.m., Mon., June 4 ·
l· 2:45 p.m., Tues., June 5
l· 2:45 p.m., Thurs., June 7
3- 4:45 p.m., Tues., June 5·
· 3- 4:45 p.m., Wed., June 6
5- 6:45 p.m., Mon., June 4
5· 6:45 p.m., Thurs., June 7
7· 8:45 p.m., Tues., June 5
7- 8:45 p.m., Wed., June 6

7 a.m. Tuesday
8 a.m. Tuesday
9 a.m. Tuesday
10 a.m. Tuesday
12 noon Tuesday
1 p.m. Tuesday
2 p.m. Tuesday
3 p.m. Tuesday
4 p.m. Tuesday
5 p.m. Tuesday
6 p.m. Tuesday
7 p.m. Tuesday

7· 8:45 a.m., Tues., June 5
7- 8:45 a.m., Thurs., June 7
9-10:45 a.m., Mon., June 4
9-10:45 a.m., Wed., June 6
1- 2:45 p.m., Mon, June 4
1- 2:45 p.m., Wed., June 6
3: 4:45 p.m., Mon., June 4
3- 4:45 p.m., Thurs., June 7
5- 6:45 p.m. Tues., June 5
5· 6:45 p.m., Wed., June 6
7· '.8:45 p.rn., Mon., June 4
7- 8:45 p.m., Thurs., June 7

1. Comprehensive final examinations must be scheduled during the fina
examination week at the times indicated above. Any variance from thi1
schedule must be approved by the dean of the college and reported to the
office of academic affairs.
Multiple section final examinations are scheduled as follows:
Tuesday, June 5
11 a.m.-12:50 p.m.

Wednesday, JWJe 6
11 a.m.-12:50 p.m.

ACCY 111.01, 02, 03
ACCY 112.01, 02, 03
ACCY 311.01, 02, 03
MATH 324.0l, 02

ECON 201.05, 06
ACCY 321.0l, 02
ECON 203.01, 02, 03, 04 BADM 373.01, 02
ECON 321.03, 04
MK.TG 301.01, 02, 03
SPE 101

Thursday, June 7
11 a.m.-12:50 p.m.

·Green

Meadow
.APARTMENTS DESIGNED

Kenneth E. Paschall, newly
appointed coordinator for
educational conferences at FTU,
is responsible for the creation,
'development, marketing and
coordination of all fee-assessing,
noncredit conferences and
seminars sponsored by the
university.
Paschall said he finds the
diversified activities of the
conferences the most interesting
aspect of his work. He has
worked on wrestling workshops,
youth environmental
conferences, human enrichment
courses geared toward retirees,
the first annual National
Transportation Conference held
last fall and short courses taught
by FTU faculty members.
Th rough Paschall, courses
developed on campus can be
taken to resident centers or
other locations and offered on a
noncredit basis.
Having worked with trade

BREVARD GRADUATES
Fifteen Brevard students who
graduate next Friday will be the
first group to receive degrees in
elementary education, after
fulfilling all of their course work
at FTU's Brevard Resident
Center, located at Brevard
Community College.

shows and exhibits, Paschall said .
he finds little difference in the
marketing and promotion
techniques of educational and
noneducational conferences.
Paschall, who received his
Bachelor of Science degree in
social sciences at St. Joseph's
College in Philadelphia, will
receive his master of Business
Administration degree from
FTU sometime this year. He is
also currently pursuing a
master's degree in
communications by attending

night courses.
Paschall served as editor of
his college newspaper, as feature
editor of the Florida Key and as
a staff member on the University
of Florida yearbook.
Before working at FTU,
Paschall was employed with
General Electric's space science
laboratory in advertising and
sales promotion and spent three
years in the aircraft equipment
division in Utica, N.Y. He also
worked with Martin Marietta's
presentatio'n department.
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Village

A Unique Duplex Community
You can be 5 minutes from class
3 minutes from restaurants and shGpS
and
PAY REASONABLE RENT

2 Bedroom Apts.
$160 monthly .
4 miles north .of FTU entrance
At Alafaya Trail and Mitchell Hammock Road m Oviedo
- Phone 365-3721
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WITH · YQ_UTH IN .MINO
Yov'll ffncl us In th• growf"'- bustling, F\JN Pent of town.
Ancl. Green Meadow offers you eveJYfh!ng MW in apartment

llviog • • • • 17 cu.ft. frott-f!M refrigerators with lcemabn
conttnuoue-clean ovens, tota• black-out dr:ap.1, luminovt
.., .celllngi, utra sound proofing-•ven 1lcyUghta In all 2nd
ffocir, 2 ~ vnlh.

•

lcitci.:

Our· fnt.ifon ARE iOmething- else.

iut fust.for FUN, ._._

Included 2 awimmlng.pool1, 3 lifhted tennll cavrts with cov....t
bleachers ·and 2 handball courts, not to mention the fantalHc

clubhouu.

S¥o, l Wroo•l W, 2 betiroo,,,,.2·6alA ~

COME BY

ANO
COMPARE
200 Fem Partc Blvd. - Fem Park. Fla. 32707 - 831-4933

FORD, GREENE ·& MEADOWS PROPERTIES

Listen for STORY TIME
with · AUNT PATTY
:
8 :30p.m.

i• Tuesday
:

and Thursday evenings on ...

WFTU Raclio 640 AM

:

!•
.i

:
.
.
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SG Pres. Constantine Enlarges Cabinet
A larger cabinet will one of
the changes in this coming year's
handling of Student Government
by President Lee Constantine.
Constantine has had a total of
13 cabinet positions he said he
int.ends to fill by the beginning
of summer quarter. As of
Tuesday, five of these positions
had been filled by appointees.
Hunter Potts, SG vice
president, said he and
Constantine are still reviewing

r---------~----------,;;;_

applications.
They are looking for persons
who are int.erested in SG and are
willing to work.
pot ts added he and
Constantine are not necessarily
seeking persons who have been
active in the university but who
are willing to become active.
Potts explained the new
cabinet is the working body of
the executive branch. Its
function is comparable to the

Student Government Senate,
which Potts said is the working
body of the students.
He said, "These cabinet
members will serve in part as
go-betweens to take care of
students' particular problems
without students' 'having to go
through the entire senate in the
form of a bill."
As an example of the
go-between philosophy, Potts
said he hopes to have a

___,,____

SNICKER!

suggestion table set up on
campus so that cabinet members
may answer questions, b~come
aware of student complaints and
accept any suggestions students
may have.
These tables will be manned
by cabinet members and are
scheduled to be on campus this
summer.
Jim Van Horn, who served
this quarter as junior senator
from the College of Business

Administration and is president
of Kappa Sigma fraternity, will
be itlling the cabinet position of
attorney general. He will be the
leading judicial officer of SG.
Van Horn said his
responsibilities currently pose a
question because, at present,
there is a new bill on Vice
President for Student Affairs W.
Rex Brown's desk that will to a
great extent determine his
duties.

,--~~~~~~~~------~-------------:-::::;;::;;:~---------------~~.,

THIS WILL TE*'CH THEM
TO l'~NORE MY ~EASON
ABLE DEMANDS / Rl6HT
SCffMEDLAP?
SCHMEOLAP?

WOW

'

Beer

STUDENT GOVERNMENT

ACCEPTING BOOKS: JUNE 1 - 8
SALE OF BOOKS: JUNE 11 - 22

RETURN OF MONEY OR BOOKS:
JUNE 21 - 28
Open Mon. - Fri. 9a.m·. - 3p.m.
Room VC 211

(Continued from Page J}

would make it mid-October
before the change would be
effective, Mrs. Stewart said.
If a variance were petitioned,
there would ~ be a two-month
waiting period, and Mahaffey
would have to present his
petition to the board of zoning
adjustments instead of the
county zoning board. In this
case, there would be no review,
just a public hearing, she said.
MAHAFFEY SAID the
present zoning of the university
is an anomaly because of the
bookstore and cafeteria on
campus, despite its classification
as a multiple-unit dwelling.
Mahaffey said having a
cafeteria and bookstore on
campus were inherent powers of
the university, and a rathskellar
on campus would come under
the same classification.
' Steve Adamick, former
Student Government president,
said he hoped the rathskeller
could J!9 into business by
mid-September. -He also
indicated the university would
probably have to go through the
zoning commission.
"THIS IS a time-consuming
process - not as much a
problem getting the permit· as
getting through the paperwork,"
Adamick said.
SG President Lee Constantine
said if the school can get the

MAN~

permit to sell beer on campus by
next fall, he does not care when
the petition is filed with the
zoning board.
"We will have beer sales on
campus by next fall," said
Constantine confidently,
"because if we don't, I'll sure
raise something."

Campus
~Glances

CONSTANTINE SAID the
new majority rights law should
help the petition get passed
because only one per cent of the
student body would be under
age, eliminating possible .
objections to the sale of beer on

MUSEUM EXHIBIT

~pus.

Hunter Potts, SG vice
president and student member
of a committee set up by FTU
President Charles Millican to
study the beer sales problems,
said the committee had already
taken into account the new
,majority rights law.
The committee estimated
beer sales on campus would just
about break even with over-21
patrons, and sales would increase
30 per cent if students between
18 and 21 years old were
allowed to drink.

The John Young Museum is
now featuring an exhibit entitled
"Alluring but Deadly," which
will continue throughout the
summer.
The exhibit, featuring many
of Florida's poisonous plants,
animals and insects, serves
mainly as a warning to campers,
hunters and tourists to caution
them before they venture on
summer trips.
The museum is open 10
a.m.-5 p.m. Monday through
Friday, and 1-5 p.m. Saturday
and Sunday.

•
McMILLAN
FURNITURE CITIES

An epic drama of ~d~en~ure and .!~~.lo~ati.on!

7309 E. Colonial Dr. - Ph. 277-4745
5850 So. Orange BL Tr. - Ph 855-6545

.

M

OPEN c.: NIGHTS

OVDll CHILD CARE
&KINDERGARTEN
3 & 4 year-old kindergarten
1 ac:re fenced playground

hot lunches
HONE 36sf~02J

3~'Z)V.· ~roadway. OVIEDO

'*****************************'.
Alafaya Trail Apartments

***

MGM PRESENTS A STANLEY KUBRICK PRODUCTION

2001:a space odyssey
8:30

TONIGHT AND TOMORROW NIGHT

.50

VCAR

·

·available in April~

~

**
.. *
* b/r. units
. furnished,_ pool~ recreation*
*2
. courts.
tennis
*
*room,
*
*
i* · Ph. 275-8950 for information. #

'*******************************
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PLANT COUR.SE
A special 10-week credit
course in local plant diseases will
be offered, beginning June 19 at
the U. S. Department of
Agriculture's Experimental
Station.
.
·
Registration will be
conducted during the first class
on June 19 from 5 to 8 p.m. at
the Camden Road complex.
For further information, call
Dr. Don R. Reynolds at ext.
2234.

STAFF COUNCIL
Dorris Scott, staff assistant to
Dean of Engineering Robert
Kersten, was elected to head the
19 7 3-7 4 FTU staff council
during an organizational meeting
of the group Tuesday afternoon.
Vice chairman of the council,
which represents FTU's career
service employes, is Lloyd
Prescott, of · the Physical Plant.
Elected se<;:retary was Grace
Crumlich, secretary to
Placement Director Jim Gracey.

BROKEN WINDOW
The middle pane of glass in
the front of the Library Building
was shattered Wednesday when a
student slipped on the wet
pavement at the entrance and
his foot went through the paJ?.el.
William Martin was unhurt,
but the glass was removed by
workmen that afternoon and the
hole was boarded up.
A workman said the glass
probably would not be replaced
for about three weeks.

HFA BUILDING
Actual construction on the
Humanities and Fine Arts
Building began last week, Fred

Clayton, director of university
physical planning, has
announced. He said work will
continue · until the building is
completed in about a year.

By Weber Ivy

NORTH FLORIDA
GRADUATION

The art of the present and the
artifacts of the past stand· side
by side in the two current
exhibits in the library lobby.
The first includes the paintings,
photography and sculpture of M.
Alexander, an artist who proves
his imaginati~n and skill in a
wide variety of works.
I especially like his paintings
with their arrangements of
imbalances, the darkly vivid
predominance of blues, reds,
purples and greens, the subtle
progression from light, ethereal
shapes to shadowy, compr~ssed
ones, and the dramatic
emergence of human features
from a deceptive chaos of colors.
The tricycle sculptures with
their animal-skull handlebars
look like something you would
get for Christmas from the
Addams Family, and I concur
with the immortal reaction of
Archie Bunker: "I never thought
of that."
The ' photography intrigues
.the viewer with its symmetric
double images, superimposed
shadows and textures on faces
and bodies.

The University of North
Florida will award its first
academic degrees June 10: 30
baccalaurate and six master's
degrees.

The artifacts made by the
people of pre-Columbian
Ecuador testify to th~ great ~ill
of those who worked with
simple tools and the raw

TRAFFIC COURSE
The U.S. Departll).Cnt of
Labor and FTU are currently
offering a traffic engineering
course for former aerospace
engineers and scientists at FTlfs
Cape Canaveral Resident Center.
The program is covering
topics of speed regulation,
freeways, signals, highway
capacity, environmental factors
and urban transportation
planning.

SDX OFFICERS
The FTU chapter of Sigma
Delta Chi has elected 1973-74
officers. They are David
Waterman, president; Steve
Paulson, vice president; Melanie
Farley, secretary; and Frank
Sl~dge, treasurer.

rl1ttS•

ENGINEERING STUDENTS

We need technical writers and illustrators work
part or full time at home or at our office - Good
hourly wage. You don't have to be experienced - will
will train. Typists needed also.
CONTACT BOB VINDETI'
241-3211
AT
U.S. ELECTRONIC PUBLICATIONS
823 WEST CENTRAL BLVD.
ORLANDO

materials they gleaned from the
earth: stone, clay, bone, horn
and metal.
Often overshadowed by the
Incas, their more powerful
.southern n~ighbors who
eventually conquered them, the
Ecuadorian people possessed a distinctively rich and complex
culture in their own right.
Their pottery, jewelry,
· necklaces, human figures, tools,
weapons and articles from
pertinent books all suggest this
quite effectively. The pottery
and clay figures particularly
recall .the Indians; sense of
ele ance and pro ortion.

One of the books displayed
advances the provocative theory
that Japanese fishermen may
have crossed the Pacific around
350 B.C., and transmitted their
culture to the Ecuadorians. The
book cites similarities between
the pottery of the two cultures
separated by the world's greatest
ocean.
These are both worthwhile
exhibits which should interest
anyone with a hiking for the
contemporary· comments of the
artist contrasted with the
messages of another age and
culture.

FREE BUS SERVICE!
The First Baptist Church, Goldenrod, on 15-A
will have .a bus here at the Village Center each
Sunday morning, at 9: 15 A.M. starting Sunday,
October 1st, to transport any students wishing
to attend services. The bus will return by
12:30 P.M.

I

· flt~~~

~ WE hereby pay tribute to the following
persons' who have dili_gently worked on
the FuTUre with few rewards other than
being responsible for the finest college
newspaper in Florida:
Shaton ffiatek
mmary Anna Jackson
mark Weintz
Patte martin
fl Ed Burton John Chenet
i'\·8111 fficGtath Susan Saue1b1unnN
Pete Spivey Henry Popkin

I
I

I

I

N

I

I
~

I

Wherever the future takes you we will
follow in spirit.
·
·-the remaining staff

I
I

I
I
I
-~ ~~~~:B!!I.

$1.50 tickets for $LOO

Summer's a drag in a stuffy, old classroom .. .' so take Donald's
advice and cut to an all-new scene . . . a summer job at WALT DISNEY WORLD. Exciting vacation employment opportunities are
available in many areas including roles as Monorail ~ilots, Butlers in
a Haunted Mansion, Submarine Captains, Custodians~ Merchandising, Food Service, Riverboat Skippers . . . the list goes on and on.
Casting for summer jobs is now in progress, so make the scene! Call,
write or visit the WALT DISNEY WORLD Employment Center at
the intersection of Interstate-4 and SR 535 southwest of Orlando,
(305) 828-3418. Work where it's happening this summer! ...

FLORIDA .S TATE
~2. 00

tickets for $1.00

WOMETCO
$3.50

wan;.IV]isney World
An Equal Opportunity Employer
CWa ltCMMey..,.,_uc.t~

TICKET.S A Y AILABLE
YC ROOM 203

9am-2:45pm
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All administrations c<>me to an end
and Steve Adamick's reign as Student
Government president reached its
conclusion last week when Che
leadership of Student Government
passed into the hands of a new
president
Adamick will graduate next Friday
and he will undoubtedly take with him
memories of his succ~s and his
failures, his dreams and his hopes for
ideas he could never follow Chrough ~
fragments of · a job 1hat is never
complete, never 1eaBy finished.
Adamick enteied the office of SG
piesident last spring with great
expectations, but definitely not
without a realistic outlook. He served
unde1 the previous president, Frank
Santry, as executive asmstant, and
when he took otT1ee, he did so with
probably the most prepared attitude
of any previous SG president.
He has dealt with the
administration this year in such a
mature manner that the Offices of
Student Affairs and Academic Affairs
are now seeking input from Student
Government, an attitude that was not
too prevalent before Adamick took
office.
Unfortunately, Adamick met, riot
with success upon taking office, but
with failure · in seeking a legal
counseling service to aid students in
civi cases on an advisement level.
During summer 1972, Adamick
approached 1he Student Service and
Activity Fee Committee about
funding a legal counseling service for

students, and the committee approved
of the service.
However, the Executive Committee
struck the funding of the service from
FTU's budget because in Vice
President for Student Affairs W. Rex
Brown•s words, "such a se.rv.:ice was
deemed inappropriate."
'
Adamick said, ''They felt it wasn't
a nece~ function and Chat it would
be an illegitimate service. I beg to
differ, because students are· usually
financially pre~d and cannot afford
to seek counsel from attorneys.
"The way Florida laws are, for one
reason or another, most students are
exempt from free legal aid from Che
state," he continued. "All we wanted
was a piecemeal informative operation
giving students a feeling of legal
alternatives open to them from a
competent attorney.
"Unfortunately, funds are so short
now that even if we had approval for
the program, we wouldn't be able to
implement it,•• said Adamick.
According to Acbmick, the lack of
funds is due to increasing salaries, - ·
inflation, dropping enrollment and the
need for more money to continue
existing programs.
But by far the biggest campaign of
Adamick's administration was the
drive for beer on campus. It started
when Adamick was executive assistant
in winter 1971 when SG p~ed · a
resolution calling for a reversal in the
then-existing university policy
FORMER STUDENT Government President Steve Adamick, left,
· 'p rohibiting the sale or consumption of
talks with Ron Waidelich during 1972 campaign. (Photo by Ed Burton)
beer on campus.

FuTUre Classifieds
for sale

_*.

LAKEFRONT

ic

Open Sat. & Sun. 1 to 6 p.m. 4
bdrm, 2 bath, brick ranch -style'
home w/cntrl ht/air dishwshr to
d sp sal. Large fncd lot on
dead-en.d st.
Quiet resdnl
commnty.
Ryland
Realty,
real tor 365-3 716.
NOW YOU CAN SELECT
From 5 basic floor plans and the
pre-construction package.
Choose elevation. colors.
carpets, cabinets, wall paper and
sit~s.
as available. 3 and 4
bedrooms, 2 baths, central heat
and air. Prices start at $23, 700.
Conventional 95 pct and VA
financing. Follow signs on SR
427 near Oviedo High School.
Open daily 1 to 5 p.m. Thurston
Harwell, Associates. Gallery of
Homes.
Gale
Associates/Realtors.

-----

For Sale - 69 Javelin SST Gold
with white vinyl top Good
condition
$1,375 Call
365-6137 evenings or X2635
days.
High quality waterbed. ~xcell~nt
for inter-personal relationsh 1ps.
$15. Call Hubie ext. 2541.
Suzuki 72 550GT Luggage rack
sissy bar exec cond Quick $850
or best offer 277-8873.
72
Ford
Van-automatic
transmission
V-8 2 seats,
carpeted, windows all around
runs fine. Price $2,495. Call
Diane 2541.
For
Sale:
steree
set
Electrophonic receiver, $65;
Voice of Music cassette
record/playback deck, $50 BSR
turn table, $25. ·Call Barry, ·
277-5424.

------

4 band RCA International Radio
and phono in cabinet $15. Call
Kathy 273-1091.
·
Desk Queen-size bed & box
springs, Dresser, kitchen table
and chairs - Must sell - 2410, .
2212, 365-5775.

-----WATERBED: King size includes
frame
liner
1 ton water.
277-9J85 bet.:,._,een 6- 7 p,m.

TENNIS RACQUETS: Wilson
Kramer, new $20. Bancroft
Super-Winner $20. Call Bill
McGrath 6-7 p.m. 277-9385.
Sell or Leased to ride Chestnut
gelding hunter-jumper 15.3
hands reasonable 671-5693.

help wanted
WILLOUGHBY'S
'R ESTAURANT is now hiring
waiters,
waitresses, busers,
bartenders and cooks. No exp.
necessary.
Flexible
scheduling-part-time & full-time,
Call Bob Brown or Ron Turner
at 894-4991.
Light Housekeeper 2 days a wk.
includes Sunday in exchange for
room, board and $15. Call
365-5301. Miller.
Part-time about 20 hours weekly
including Saturdays. Scheduled
around classes. Male over 18.
Apply at 84 Lumber Co. 253
Driggs Dr. in Winter Park.
Located on SR 436 behind the
Red Lobster.

3 Students mechanically inclined
available 2 p_m, to 11 p.m. until
Sept. 3 call Mike 830-7640 or
831-1140.
STUDENTS & TEACHERS.
Fu I I-time summer, part-time
during school. Operating slide
prnjector & demonstrating
safety equip. Above average
income. Scholarship fund.
678-1436.
I

Waitress
Do you have
a nice SM I LE?
Join the full-time staff
AT HOWARD JOHNSON'S
NEWEST RESTAURANT
Hard word but. .. good pay!
Day and night shifts.
Apply in person
1-4 AND COLONIAL DRIVE.

SUMMER WORK AVAILABLE.
GENERAL
LABOR,
ASSEMBLIES,
STEEL
FABRICATORS.
AT
AMERICAN MACHINERY
CORP. CALL 295-2581.

Looking for a job? Don ' t pass up
the many opportunities for
part - time
off-campus
employment posted on the
Student Financial Aid bulletin
board on the bottom floor of
the Admin. Bldg.
LABORERS
DRIVERS
WAREHOUSE - IMMEDIATE
TEMPORARY JOBS. DAILY
CASH. BONUSES. OPEN 6A.M.
OLSTEN 896-2661. 1215 N.
Mills.
Clerks, typists, stenographers
needed
for
temporary
assignments.
Bonuses,
cash-in-hopsital plan, fringe
benefits Call Olsten's 896-2661..
1215 N. Mills.

for rent
RIDGEWOOD VILLAGE - New
2 bdrm duplex apts in quiet,
wooded setting. Fully shag
carpeted with central heat. & air.
Appliances &
drapes · are
furnished. Laundry in backyard
area. 4 mi. N. of FTU entrance
at Mitchell Hammock Rd. in
Oviedo. $160 per mo. on 6 mo.
lease. Tel. 365-3721.
We have rentals Furnished and
unfurnished from $125 up both
homes and f pts. 423-7661 Home
Rentals Broker 73 E. Colonial.

•
servfces

Lady Jane, You're beautiful,
baby. Keep it up. - Love, Bob.
Big Sister! Happy 21st birthday.
Tyes Love, Mitch (and Dippo).
Kirsten-Cong rat u I at ions
Graduate! You've got beautiful
horizons ahead. Glacier is
calling! Come autumn May God
Bless you at Oregon- And
remember- live each day to the
fullest! Your Secret Admirer.
Happy Birthday, Stephen. My
place Tuesday at 3:00 a.m.La.,
Nancy.
My grateful thanks to my
mentors/crying towels/pundits,
Dr. Robert Aniold and Dr.
Thomas Mullin. You done good.
pem.
·
To Roger, Bill, Jon and FuTUre
staff buddies - Daisies to you all
and best of luck. di
To the' past and present FuTUre
staff et al: The last four years
have been a wonderful ride.
Thanks for being so great along
the way. Gonna miss ya. And t<_:>
you futures-Good Luck. See
you in the FuTUre. Love, maj
To Steve Adamchek- I'll bet
they have your name right now.
You've done a great job, pres .
Best of luck to you and Haze in
Tally. Daisies to you. di

Young Brides! We are offering
wedding
invitations,
announcements and accessories
at the lowest prizes. Tom
Marshall Productions 700 W.
Fairbanks. Call 645-3736 - We
make house calls.

Bye Bye Carol - Have fun in
Virginia - I'll miss you a lot-take
care-love Joe!

All kinds of typing done. Phone
Sharon Driscoll 834-004.

Dear FuTUre - my time here has
been the greatest of my life Thank you- to the old-I love you
all-to the new-my thoughts and
prayers will be with ___you
always-Don't forget-THE
EDITOR
·

other
Student returning fo FTU via
Auto-Train 9/8 from D.C. Can
accommodate 2 passengers for
$40 each. Call 671-8618.
Suzuki 72 550 GT Luggage rack
sissy bar exec cond Quick $850
or best offer 277-8873.

personal
TO MY Kl DS - Take care and
come back and see me. Love,
Susie.

Maj- You are a better "man"
than I am, Gunga Din-Xzorina
the Obvious!

God boss-I love you dearly, sir.
What can I say- Don't ever let
TH EM get you down- Love
always - Redhead.
To our foreign travelers - Have a
great trip and drink beer for
Susie and Jon. We'll be thinking
of you. di

------

To Gene - Happy camping. If the
heat · doesn't get you the
lovebugs will. Hope you see
much sunshine and many smiles.
Congrats. The daisy lady.

"Brown at the time expr~d hope
it could be done, but I fed he
encountered opposition from
President Millican," Adamick
declared.
"The reason it took as long as it did
to get beer on campus is it took 1hat
long for President Millican to decide
he was in favor of the concept," he
continued.
"Brown left on vacation that
summer (1972), and in his absence
certain alterations took place in Che
reversal of the policy-in other words
all activity to get beer on campus
ceased."
In fall, it became clear to Adamick
and his cabinet that feet- were being
dragged by everyone invaved. SG's
request became a demand and Brown's
cooperativeness turned into a string of
administrative vetoes of Student
Senate bills calling for direct reversal
in the university policy.
"I think it was simply a case of
President Millican holding Brown
back, but I don't feel the president was
adamantly opposed to 1he concept,
because if he were we ~ouldn't be
having it now," Adamick commented.
After a series of SG bills was
vetoed, a university committee was set
up to study the matter, and it reported
in April that beer should be sold in the
snack bar.
"Although the committee made a
fine study it came up with conclusions
I could have, and did make, last
December."
Among many othe1 obstacles
Student Government has faced, one
has failed to receive the publicity it
deserves: The processing- of the
student evaluations has proven to be
ie~ than desirable.
The distribution and processing of
the fonns are handled by the Office of
Academic Affairs, and according to
Adamick, 1he meChod employed thus
far is probably the poorest on campus.
"It's simply a m~" said Adamick,
"and it hasn't furnished any useful
information whatsoever."
The cUIIent form was in use when
Adamick took office, but he flatly
stated it iS "the worst and most usele~
questionnaire of its type" that he has
ever laid eyes on.
"The whole thing needs to be
· junked, period!" said Adamick. "The
evaluations, as they are now, reflect
the wishes ofvery few people, and this
needs to be corrected, even at the
expense of using a little fresh blood."
As Adamick leaves, student
organizations are passing into an era of
tight budgeting. For various reasons,
available funds are so short there are
no funds for new undertakings and
hardly enough for older activities.
Adamick continued, saying
students need to get out of the
entertainment syndroJJle because "no
one comes to university sponsored
programs anyway."
"There are better ways we can
spend funds, as in the further
developing of our placement service
and developmental center, for
example...
What directions should SG take in
Che coming years?
"In the area of academic affairs
Chere's lots of deaning up to do,"
Adamick said. "There are numerous
mandatory courses that are plainly
usel~ Chat need to be made into
electives and improved or dropped.
"SG also should continue laying
the groundwork for a legal counseling
service and try to raise funds for the
building of a student raChskellar, he
continued.
"I believe FTU has a chance to
become one of the finest . univeISities
in the Southeast, and I have really
enjoyed being student body president
Chis past year.
going to miss
everyone and wish everyone the best
ofluck."

rm
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Although many feel that" they can
take or leave these ceremonies there
are some of us who pay a debt
through these proceedings.
This debt may be in the form of a
grandson paying back his
grandparents for all the monetary
help they have given him.
The ceremonies may represent the
long struggle for a young married
couple that has spent the last fow
years just getting by with the mere
nece~ties that a wife's paycheck will
allow.

Letters

(Co.ntinued,from Page 2)

please all the people all the time. ••
•" This refers to the letter from one
~. Bill Ivey about the cmrent
graduation policies at this_university.
My main purpose is to 'Jloint out
that even though Mr. Ivey does not
deem the "ceremonial hassles"
nece~ to his own being, there are.
those of us who see a need for these
proceedings.

Harry Cltilcot

Editor:

jump from FTU! "'

A,.,

Full SerVic~~;;,

BANK OF OVIEDO,,: ;/·.
Member FDIC

Or maybe there is a tatner up
north somewhere who was not able
to f"mish grade school and who has
had a life's dream of seeing his son
dre~ed in cap and gown with
diploma in hand •
To these people a 45-minute
ceremony can constitute a dream
come true.
Sorry, Bill, you're a heck of a guy
and I wish you well, but I feel that
you are a little shortsighted this time.

Living In The Past
Applicable To FTU?

Just a hop, skip and

' Phone 365-3272

June 1, 1973

Oviedo, Fla.

Jethro Tull released an album last
year entitled "Living in the Past.''
Frankly, I can't understand why he
didn't dedicate it to FfU.
After all, the title, "Living in the
Past," is a clear cut description of the
situation that prevails on this
campus. To spell it out in black and
white, why are frats on the upsurge
here at FTU when everywhere else
they are dying off? And why does
what is happening on other campuses
never happen here?
Possibly, it could be that here at
FTU we are "Living in the Past."
Indeed, it's a reflection of "where
your head is at.'' Because the entire
social climate is more like 1968 and
high school rather than 1973 and
college, it will be as exciting to
graduate from FTU as it would have
been to graduate a second time from
high school. Can you dig it?

SIZE

Yanni Letter Blasted,
Termed Hypocritical
Editor:
I read the letter of Ann Bittner
printed in the May 9 issue of the
FuTUre with great interest, and I
enthusiastically applaud the
sentiments she expressed. She is one of
the few students who has had the
courage to speak out against the
barrage of letters and editorials
condemning students for their
"apathy."
I fully expected the ever-vigilant
nemeses of so-called apathy (apathy,
like beauty, is in the eyes of the
beholder) to reply, criticizing her
position and reiterating their own.
I did not expect a letter of the type
written by Gabriel Yanni, printed in
the May 25 is.me. I was surprised and
offended by said letter, as were a
number of other students I talked
with.
After specifying the letter to which
he is refer.ring as that of Miss Bittner,
~. Yanni begins his tirade against her
with, "Jn Miss Bittner's words, we who
do care, should not."
But these are not Miss Bittner's
words! I was unable to find these
words, or any synonymous phrase,
anywhere in her letter. I was also
unable to find anywhere in the letter
that this particular sentiment was even
implied.
In her ietter, Miss Bittner puts forth
her opinions and objections in a logical
and concise manner, but instead of

TYPE
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replying in kind, ~• . Yanni proceeds
to take up the majority of his letter
with personal insults directed toward
her!
His act of personally insulting,
repeatedly, someone he does not
know, seemingly because she dares to
disagree, is not the act of a mature
person. He accuses her of not caring
for others; but does one who "cares"
for others engage in unprovoked
slander as~- Yanni has done?
Mr. Yanni has exposed himself as
an opinionated hypocrite. He has
publicly insulted Miss Bittner, and he
owes her an abject apology. If he.truly
believes in a philosophy advocating
caring for others, he will make one,
but I won't hold my breath.
Gabriel Yanni, you state that it is
people like Miss Bittner that "embitter
what others seek to achieve." Quite
the contrary, it is the crusading
hypocrite who feels qualified to
"humanize" (according to his own
definition of humanity) and inflict his
lifestyle on others that performs the
function of embittering what others
seek to achieve.
Michael MyeIS
Natural Sciences

Grad To ·Get
Double Degree
By Michael Lochridge

The first student in FTU's
history to graduate magna cum
laude with a double degree will
participate in the June
commencement exercises.
Steve Rajtar (long "a,', silent
"j") will receive a B.S. in
mathematics and a B.A. in
anthropology. Rajtar has a 3.68
grade point average.
A total of 225 hours are
needed to graduate with a
double degree, but Rajtar will
·
leave with 228.
"It's really not hard to get
two degrees," Rajtar said. He is
ta.king 24 hours this quarter.
He does recommend,
however, that anyone planning
get a double degree start out in
their freshman year. His first
year in college was spent at
Florida Institute of Technology,
where he wQs an oceanography
major. He decided there was not
much future in that field and he
transferred to FTU.
During the first quarter of his
sophomore year, Rajtar was a
computer science major and the
next 9uarter he changed to
mathematics.
"Math was my worst subject
in high school," he said. "I took
a course in college as a challenge
and got interested in it."
Anthropology has always
been a hobby to Rajtar, so he
figured to go ahead and get a
degree in it, also.
Rajtar has been accepted at
the University of Florida's law
school and will start in
September.
Rajtar is a member of the
University Circle, Del~ Tau
Kappa, Sigma Lambda Omega,
Lambda Ch1 Alpha, the
Self-Study Committee, the 1973
Commencement Committee,
FTU Chess Club and the Student
Government Senate.
He is also the · recipient of a
$1,500 Lambda Chi Alpha
graduate scholarship.

Approved Gas Cans
W/Spout

.99

4 SHOCKS
Goerlich Heavy-duty
installed... $3G.gS

11815. E. Colonial Dr. I Orlando Florida I 277-7 420
Please disregard prices listed in la~t weeks FuTUre.

ART CLASSES
The Loch Haven Art Center is
offering art classes June 18 July 16. Children's classes, adult
classes and a mother-child
workshop will be offered.
Registration is 10 a.m.. - 4: 30
p.m. Tuesday.

SOVIET HISTORY
Dr. John Evans will be
offering a new course, HIST
4 7 3, History of Soviet Foreign
Policy, at 6 p.m. Mondays and
Wednesdays during summer
quarter.
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not even been invented yet. I had
always loved the "C."

IF YOU WERE BORN TODAY:
Seer's note: This is it~ kid We
can't go ~n this way anyntore. It's
all over. !twas nice whi1e it lasted.
but greater things are in store ]or
both of us. Shed no tears for me,
gnash no teeth, pull not hairs. It's
over, and we should face it For
this last fling we are going to have
the "Best of the Rest." Goodby,
kid ·
''Call me Fishmeal." My
mother was a carpenter and my
father/uncle was a wheat thresher.
I was drawn to the "C'' during my
early days in junior high, and have
not done better since. Queenqueg
was my good, if not somewhat
'heady' friend, until I found out
how he got his name. (We were in
a closet on board the ship at the
time, as I recall.) I knew
something was strange about him
when he started carving his own
telephone booth. Telephones had

AQUARIUS:
Exetcise great caution. The
man next to you is an imposter.
He is really a giant frog, part of
the subversive organization
GFUTC1W (Giant Frogs United
To Conquer The World), and
plan~ to disrupt the entire school
That song he is humming is ''We
will overcome," frog style. (Where
would all the warts be, if it wasn't
for us frogs? What could the
chidren play with, if not for us
and dogs? We will undercome, we
will undercome, how can we, the
master warts, help but
undercome?) .
PISCES:
Locked and sealed away from
the rest of the world, lying
dormant for hundreds of years,
sleepinJl: in the mire of the
~
. - ·
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Okefenokee Swamp, is KracKom
the Everpresent. He slept through
the tremors of Hiroshima and the
destruction at Berlin. He ignored
the earthquakes which tore up
California and the hurricanes
which kill.ed thousands in
Mississippi, but he could not sleep
through wanace's assasmnation
attempt. HE HAS RISEN! HE
HAS COME TO AVENGE ALL
THE ILLNESS OF THE WORLD!
Oozing - forward like an
antedeluvian monster, KracKom
wonns his way into the back yard
of little nearsighted Timmie
Zippo, who recenily lost hi$
mother in a fire and his father in a
crap game. Tunmie mistakes the
great KracKom for his dog,
Jimmie> and calls the slimy blob
by the affectionate term.
The beast from . beyond rolls
back on his hindslirne and bellows
his name from the depths of hell
itself. "KRACKORN!!!" he roars.
"Okay," says the startled
youngster, who is in the p~
of castrating a pet turtle, "that
can be your last name. I'll call
you Jimmie KracKom, and I
don't care."
With that unbelievably bad
pun, the huge creature of the
cosmos turned into a pillar of
saltpeter and was used in the next
war for making black powder in
the · war against the giant
frog-people.
ARIES:
I see by your dre~ that you
are short. If you were taller, your
dress would surely contain more
material. Let me tell you, quickly
and brietly, if you 're not selling,
don't advertise. Modesty is its
own virtue.
TAURUS:
You will inherit your
Grandmother's spaghetti farm,
and will have the chance to settle
down and raise spaghetti with the
little woman for the rest of your
days. My advice would be to
diversify. You never know. All
the Italians in th~world might die
all of a sudden, and then the
bottom would fall out of the
spaghetti market. Try raising duck
lips for paperweights.

RO U IE. !?0

GEMINI:
DANCE! Kick off the
shackle-shoes, and dance where
you are. For one brief. fleeting

~

H ELTER

DUST?

VIRGO:
Had it been a more common
practice seveial years ago, you
would have been aborted as a
malfonned fetus. In fact, you
may have been aborted after an,
but just refused to die. What a
crushing disappointment you
must be to your real mother and
father, whoever he was. Imagine
expecting a boy and getting a
eunuch. They even had a good
name picked out for you. Did you
know that yow present folks
adopted you? ·I t was really not an
adoption, however; they had to
pay for the rabies shot and buy
you a tag, but they later found
out Uleir horrendous mistake,
when you ate your brother.
LIBRA:
You are a schmoze, a kluke, a
fooie, a yokel, a pangrass, a
down, a dolt, a freeb, a mackrash
-and a jerk. You are backwater in a
sewerline. You are mud in the Taj
Mahal. You are hiccups in the
operating room. You are a run in
the queen's stocking. You are a
lens cap left on during the fiming
of "Ben Hur." You are lint at
inspection. You are a poacher at
the conservationists' convention.
You are a handbag salesman in an
alligator den. You are not wanted,
or can'tyou read?

moment, forget finals, forget
papers, forget debts and forget
the world. Dance, while the time
is ripe. You'll be a better person
for it.
CANCER:
It was on this day, 34 years
ago, that the great and mighty
KONG THE MAGNIFICENT,
known to some as KING KONG,
climbed to the top of the Umpire
State Building in Cincinnati with.
Myrna Loy clutched in his tight
forepaw. All this time you
thought he was in New York, but
that was simply for PR purposes.
I mean, after an, who goes to
Cincinnati for Ule sights? What
you p~bably didn't know, is that
this also commemorates the
anniversary '>f KONG THE
MAGNIFICENTS wedding to
Marlene Dietrich, who first got
him started in the movies. But the
public soon got tired of Kong
being just anoUler pretty face. (It
was King Kong, in fact, who
really said, "I vant to be alone."
Actuany Ule entire quote, which
has since been lost in the fog of
time, was, "I yam tired of beink
monkey; I think now I vant to be
a loan." While Kong didn't know
what a loan was, he was advised
to take one out one evening, so he
felt it must be something_,neat.)
LEO:
All

your

problems
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SAGITTARIUS:
Stay away from palm trees
today. There is a coven of witches
which has put Ule old "Roach
Plague" spell on you. If it works,
don't wony, they are really only
palmetto bugs, and can't really
eat your flesh, let alone pick it to
the bones.
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CAPRICORN:
Y o u w i 11 d e v e I op a
. communicable headache by 3
p.m. In fact, you are a
communicable headache. You
should avoid contact with an
other human beings, for at least a
mon1h. Don't wony, you won't
be missed.

* * * **** ** *

That's it, kid. aao!
Ed. note: Auf weidersehen,
h
·
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.!J.. Campus Glances

suddenly zap into proportion this
weekend when a large ctack in the ?i'
earth's crust will open up and
swanow Kansas. You will not ~e ?i'
so fortunate as to be in Kansas at
the time. The only trick Monday
wm be to train everybody in _c,,l.
Kansas to jump in the air and ~
click their heels together three
times. (''Oh, it's good to be home
a ain, Aunt Em.")

·**
*
*-

TUITION DUE
Payment of summer quarter
tuition fees is due by midnight,
June 22. Late payment will
result in cancellation of

moo~t~

East Herndon .Plaza

on E. C,,olonial Dr.

Exotic Gifts From All Corners Of The World
1001 Items For You To Select From
Check your insurance polocies if they have gathered dust you are probably
overdue for an insuran·ce review.
You have changed since you bought those policies. Your re~ponsibilities
and the world around you has changed.
The Hutcheson Corporation can help update your insurance program to
accomodate those changes in your life.
The Hutcheson Corporation is a full-service insurance agency, representing
old-line established companies the Hartford, Aetna and Crum & Forster.
Wipe the dust from your old insurance policies and call the Hutcheson
Corporation today for a consultation.

THE HUTCHESON CORPORA.T ION, INC
INSURANCE SPECIALIST
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ORLANDO , FLORIDA
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WHEN JUDY HALL says she
likes sports, she doesn't mean
"likes to watch" them. You see,
"I played all of them,
Judy is a girl who partidl'ates in . really,'' said Miss Hall of her
many sports and excels at m9st.
ju.nior college days. St. Pete
And No. 1 on the list is
pJayed in a league with other
softball-specifically the women's·
junior colleges around the state
fast-pitch variety played by the
in volleyball, basketball and
Orlando Rebels of the Atlantic
tennis. She was high scorer in
Coast League. Just 20 years old,
basketball there--as she was on
Judy is now in her second season
FTU's extramural women's team
as the Rebels' right fielder.
this year.
The tall, slender physical
But there are always those
education major, who c1aims she
who are unimpressed by women
has "always liked athletics," first
in athletics, thinking it
came to the attention of Rebels
"unladylike" and not a very
manager Marge Ricker when she
feminine venture. Judy, for one,
was playing for a Tampa-based
is obviously irked that some
semi-pro team. When regular
might co'nsider her "less
Rebels right-fielder Darlene May
feminine" than nonathletic
was injured last season, Judy
members of her sex.
became a more than capable
"OH, IT COMES up so
fill-in.
often," she sighed. "I think you
JUDY HAS seen the Rebels
from the viewpoint of an · can play sports and still be
feminine ... hopefully, at least."
opponent.
· "When I played in '.l'ampa we
Judy is presently one of four
faced the Rebels a few times," she
.300 l,litters on the Rebels squad
explained.
and has moved up to the siXth
And how did the Rebels do
spot in the batting order.
against her former team? "They
"I batted ninth all the time
usually smeared us," she giggled.
DURING THREE years of
college (the first two at St.
Petersburg Junior College), the
soft-spoken girl with short, but

June 1, 1973

last year," she added, "so I guess
I've come up a little bit."
ONE CONTRIBUTING
factor may have been her hitting
in last year's national
tournament. The Rebels finished
11th in the tourney, a
comedown considering they
generally wind up no worse than
third or fourth.
However, Judy was the
second-leading bitter among all
the teams entered--possibly a
determinant in this year's
"promotion," along with her
good start this season.
And she's no slouch in right
field either, possibly claiming a
league rec()rd for thtowing out
runners at first base.
"THAT'S MY biggest kick,"
she admits, grinning.
"Somebody will hit one to right
and think they have a sure hit,
so they just jog to first. Then
when I throw them out they
can't believe it.
"I'm not really sure if I set a
record last year but Marge thinks
I did. I did do it quite a lot;" she
agreed.

IF THEY gave style points in softball, Judy Hall would surely come
out a winner. The 20-year-old junior hopes to be a major factor in the
Orlando Rebels' drive for the National Championship. (Photo by Jim
Matthews)

Third of the title winners is
CHARLIE COLLINS, the 1972
Florida state 126-pound champ.
Collins is from Fort Lauderdale
Stranahan . High School and a
former teammate of Paul Allard,
FTU's 118-pound 1972 state
collegiate .champ.
Collins was expected to come
with the Knights as a freshman.
However, his buddy AlJard was
drafted last summer and Collins
went instead to Western
Michigan.
The only drawback
concerning Collins is that he will
not be able to compete this
coming y~ar because of the
on~year wait required when an
athlete switches schools in the
NCAA.
But as Gergley himself
admitted, the year after next is
the one he is pointing for.
"Two years from now will be
(Continued on Page 11)
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Tyes Clinch Women's Overall IM Title

ATO Runs To 1st In Track

TOM HOBBS of ATO closes in on teammate Bill
Shrigley, pacesetter in the mile run. Hobbs won the
race with Shrigley coming in second, and ATO went

on to win the fraternity division of the May 24
intramural track meet. (Photo by Jim Matthews)

Torchy Still Plugging For More
By Larry McCorkle

ALTHOUGH THE school
year is ending, Torchy Clark's
job is far from finished.
Indeed, Clark is still hot after
basketball talent for next year's
team. And if it seems a little late
to still be recruiting basketball
players, Clark will look any
skeptic in the eye and remind
him that "I didn't get Arnett
Hall until late August last year."
So the job continues.
Clark has already signed a
6-10 freshman and a 6-6 frosh
forward. A local boy, 6-2 Ben
Sanford from Winter Park, is
also among Clark's signees.
IN THE NEXT few weeks,
Clark will sign two other local
standouts - both athletes made
most of the area and all-state
teams.
Another junior college
standout, a skyleaping forward,
may sign in the near future.
These· names are being withheld
until all necessary papers are in
the hands of the physical
education department.
These signees, plus the
returning · players of this year's
team, will give Clark 15 to 16
athletes for next year's squad.
Because of these new players,
Clark has expressed an interest
in scheduling some junior varsity
games in order to give his
younger talent some needed
game experience.
DR-_ JOHN Powell, the newly
named athletic dire~tor, has

announced a good friend, Wayne
Embry, will visit the FTU
campus near the end of this
month.
Embry has some reputation.
He played basketball with
Powell at University of Miami
(Ohio) and la~er for the
Cincinnati Royals. He then was
traded to the Boston Celtics.
An imposing defensive figure
at 6-9 and 250 pounds, Embry
had the bad luck of playing on
the same team of another well .
known intimidator, Bill Russell.
Embry, however, gave the
Celtics more than adequate
.replacement for Russell.
Embry's leadership qualities
and organizing abilities led him
into another successful position.
He is now the general manager
for the Milwaukee Bucks NBA
basketball team. He is the only
black that has held an executive
position on an NBA team.
CLARK will hold another
basketball clinic early this
summer. The cliqic is designed
for boys between 9 and 15 years
of age. It is the eighth clinic held
by Clark who holds a 178-14
high school and a 69-25
collegiate basketball record.
SOCCER COACH Jim Rudy
will hold a soccer program this
summer for youths 15 years and
older. Full-field scrimmage, as
well as individual instruction;
will be offered every Thursday
and Sunday evening between
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5201 N. ORANGE SLOSSOm TRAIL

WRESTLING COACH Gerald Gergley, left, presents Dr. Frank
Rohter a plaque in recognition of his service as athletic director at the
recent P.E. Majors Club Banquet. The plaque was a salute to Rohter
from members of the physical education and coaching staff, P.E. majors
and student athletes at FTU. Jim Buckman and Tina Kurczewski were
honored as the top male and female physical educators at FTU. (Photo
by Jim Matthews)
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June 24 and August 19. The
field site has not yet been
determined.
Further information may be
obtained by contacting
extramurals at ext. 2136.

Alpha Tau Omega relied on
the individual talents of five top
performers to win the fraternity
division of the May 24
intramural track meet.
At the same time, a pair of
independent groups calling
themselves the All-Stars copped
the men's independent league
and women,s league.
The big winner in the meet,
though, was Tyes sorority,
which took a second to nip
Tri-Delta for the women's
overall intramural sports trophy.
ATO wound up with a total
of 64112 total points and
according to team captain Bill
Shrigley, it was mainly on the
strength of five individuals.
"We counted on five key men ·
and used them all in their two
strongest events," explained
Shrigley.
AS it turned out, all five were
entered in three different events.
Tom Hobbs won both the mile
(4: 56.8) and 880-yard runs
(2:12.3) and anchored the
second place sprint medley relay

D Inc.
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Oviedo, Florida
32765
Phone 365-5656
AUTO

HOME
Harvey H. Winchester. Agent

LIFE

team. Greg Gavel won the
50-yard dash (5. 7), took a
second in the 100 and also ran
on the sprint medley team.
Jimmy Johnson took seconds in
the 50-yard dash, 100-yard dash
and low hurdles.
Randy Jessee won the shot
put (37 ft., 11 in.) and long
jump (18 ft., 3 in.) and ran in
the sprint medley. And Shrigley
himself also did three
events--taking a second in the
mile, third in the 220-yard
running the third leg of the
spring medley.
"Some of the guys on other
teams didn't realize you could
run three events," Shrigley
added. "They seemed surprised
when we did it."
No new men's records were
set although one was
equaled-Pat McCarty 5.6 in the
100-yard dash. A strong wind
hampered any record-setting
efforts.
One was set on the women's
side, however. Judy Eller
covered the 220-yard dash in
32.0.
Tau Kappa Epsilon was the
No. 2 Greek squad with 52
points. Independent men's
runner-up was EOPLE, with 34
points trailing the All-Stars by
20.
Tyes were second among
women's teams with 28 points,
trailing the All-Stars' leading
36lh points. Tri-Delta, with 15112,
came in third.
Other individual leaders
among independents were
Bernard Simon of EOPLE who
placed first overall (including
frats) in the 100-yard dash
(10.6), and Zettie McCrimon
first overall with a 24.5 mark in
the 220-yard dash.
Other overall winners among
fraternity performers were the
following: Jay Ferguson (TKE),
low hurdles--13.65; Henry Wahl
(LXA), discus--106 feet; Pete
Haas (TKE), high jump--5 ft., 6
.in.; and Byers Phelps {TKE),
440-yarq dash-54.5.
Judy Hall won the women's
softball throw with a 205-3 toss
and Jane Camp took the
100-yard dash in 12.85 and
50-yard dash in 6.7.
Meanwhile Lolly Kerben won
the 440-yard dash and anchored
the winning 440-yard relay ·
team. Judy Eller also won the
standing broad jump (7 feet).

Wrestlers
(Co.ntinued from Page 10)

our peak year," Gergley stated
confidently. "We'll have Allard
and (Dale) Olson corning back
from the Army and all the young
guys we have now will mature,"
Gergley continued.
Other new recruits Gergley
looks for big things from are the
following:
CALDWELL (MAC)
COOPER, a 185-pounder from
Chesapeake, Va., was 14-1-1 last
year and was Virginia
Southeastern District champion.
He is from Chesapeake's Oscar
F. Smith High School, the same
school that produced FTU's
super frosh find, Mike Shivers.
TIM FINNEGAN was fourth
in the state of Ohio in the
175-pound category. Finnegan
was 27-5 last year and first in his
district. He had a 64-13-2
three-year record at Sandusky's
St. Mary's High School.
Gergley also expects great
things from DA VE ALBERTS, a
155-pounder from Angola, N.Y.
who was 19-3-2 in '73 and
CARL HOLMSTROM, a
115-pound Merritt Island
product. Holmstrom was third in
the Cape Coast Conference and
third in his district this past
season.
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